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British force ‘1923 solution’ on Europe;
remember what happened next?
Only hope is Glass-Steagall

F

ollowing the 110 billion euro bailout of Greece, the 1000-point
yo-yo plunge in the Dow Jones, and the sudden doubling of the
international rate for overnight lending among banks known as the
LIBOR (London Interbank Offered Rate),Europe’s money-masters
in the City of London ordered the printing of over a trillion dollars
to prop up the failed euro.
(Bizarrely, it came immediately before Wayne Swan unveiled
the federal budget’s projections of strong economic “growth” now
that the“GFC” is over,prompting Citizens Electoral Council leader
Craig Isherwood to question: “What’s crazier? Kevin Rudd’s line
that the crisis is over just as the meltdown escalates, or Europe’s
return to 1923 Weimar Germany-scale money printing, as their
solution to that meltdown?”)
Over the weekend,the not-quite-former British Prime Minister
Gordon Brown, and Britain’sWhite House stooge Barack Obama,
harassed German Chancellor Angela Merkel to accept, before the
Monday, 10th May market opening, a giant bailout swindle starting
at US$1.1 trillion—the figure demanded by the City of London in
the past weeks to attempt to save their bankrupt banking system.
Central to the scheme is the activation of the so-called “nuclear
option”—unlimited European Central Bank (ECB) money printing
that the British have been demanding for months,for which the U.S.
Federal Reserve will be the guarantor of last resort,through a swap
line to the ECB; it has allowed the ECB to offer banks “as much
cash as they need for three months and six months and reactivate
a swap line with the Federal Reserve”, according to Bloomberg.com.
The Rothschild-led Inter-Alpha Group of Banks, whose bankruptcy is what is actually being bailed out, is crowing about the
ECB money printing:
“This sets a precedent for the rest of the life of the Central
Bank,” gushed Jacques Cailloux, chief European economist at InterAlpha Group flagship Royal Bank of Scotland. “The ECB’s intervention … was necessary to short circuit the negative feedback
loop which was getting more and more threatening for the global
economy.” A bank strategist for ING, another Inter-Alpha member,
foreshadowed they’ll demand even more: “The central question
from here is whether the cumulative measures can manage to
stabilize the system.” Bloomberg took note of the fact that inter-bank
lending rates did not go down on Monday after the package was
announced, and concluded that the “$1 trillion European loan plan
may not be enough to restore confidence in markets.”
“The Brutish bastards are at it again!” Lyndon LaRouche said in
a 10th May statement.“The British swine have once again imposed
a 1923-style hyperinflationary collapse on modern Germany, with
the trillions-dollar bailout scheme imposed on the Euro zone this

Beginning in 1933, Glass-Steagall established a wall between commercial and
investment banking to protect depositor money from being put at risk by Wall Street
speculation. (Senators Glass and Steagall stand on either side of Roosevelt.)

past weekend. Only the immediate enactment of a Glass-Steagall
law could prevent the United States itself from falling into the
same fate now destined for continental European victims such as,
above all other targets for total destruction, the Federal Republic
of Germany.
He continued,“Chancellor Frau Merkel’s Germany was given
virtually no option in this matter. Indeed, only the immediate enactment of the return to President Franklin Roosevelt’s Glass-Steagall
law in the U.S.A. could create the shift in global conditions which
would prevent the British hyperinflationary policy for continental
Europe from plunging the entirety of this planet into the darkest
dark age in known history, now.”
The good news is that there is right now an intense political
battle inside the U.S. Congress to reenact the Glass-Steagall rules
set by U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt in 1933, in the form of
the Cantwell-McCain amendment to Obama’s fraudulent Dodd
financial reform bill; Wall Street and the White House are hysterical about the Cantwell-McCain amendment, because its clear
Glass-Steagall regulations will finally leash Wall Street and the City
of London.
For nearly 70 years, the Glass-Steagall Act forbade investment
banking pirates from any involvement with the large, deposit-taking
banks which held the American people’s savings, but following its
criminal repeal in 1999,America’s enormous savings deposit base
was funneled into the frenzied derivatives gambling casino of Wall
Street and the City of London, to fuel an exponential expansion
of the derivatives bubble, which grew until July 2007, when its subprime-triggered blowout started the still-unfolding global economic
breakdown crisis.

To find out more about the Glass-Steagall type measures
proposed by Lyndon LaRouche, call 1800 636 432 to receive a
free copy of the feature length DVD,
“Firewall: In Defense of the Nation State”.
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Mr Isherwood said the Synod’s position on this issue was
poorest of humanity and the life forms who cannot speak for
themselves … it is not responsible to stand by and remain paganism:
“This is not Christianity; it is the Cult of Gaia—Mother
silent,” the commission paper said [emphasis added]. Looking
for a practical application of their genocide doctrine, the An- Earth—worship, an age old superstition used by the oligarchy
glicans called for reduced immigration and an end to childbirth to subdue the masses,” he said.
“In true Christianity, human beings are not animals, but each
incentives.
“All policies of ‘population-control’ or ‘population-stabili- individual is created in the image of God, and each individual
human life is sacred.
sation’ are genocide,” Mr Isherwood charged.
“That Christian idea actually expresses the unique human
“The sanctimonious Synod won’t admit that in polite company, but the British monsters who cooked up this evil—from quality of creative reason, by which human beings make the
scientific discoveries which produce the new technologies that
Malthus to Prince Philip—are explicit about it.”
Anglican Parson Thomas Malthus, was on the payroll of enable humans to support expanding populations.
“Australia isn’t overpopulated—what a sick joke! Australia
the rapacious East India Company when he wrote his 1798
essay The Principle of Population, with its popularised fraud that is grossly underpopulated, and if we unleash the creativity of
because human population grows geometrically, it outstrips Australians and the people who wish to become Australians,
food production which only grows arithmetically; the solu- to develop large-scale water infrastructure, green the deserts,
tion, the devout churchman said, was to “make the streets harness nuclear power, pioneer nuclear fusion, launch a space
narrower, crowd more people into the houses, and court the program and everything else we could do, there is absolutely
return of the plague. … and particularly encourage settlements no limit to our nation’s growth.”

Find out how our environment can be transformed!
Call 1800 636 432
to buy a book
“What Australia Must Do
to Survive the Depression”
and get a free copy of
“Australia’s Blueprint for
Economic Development”
New Citizen, which includes
information on 18 proposed
water projects,.

